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Les Bois, Roundup

Staffs Are Chosen

At the noon meeting of the Press Club, held Wednesday in the south lounge of the Union, Frances Gibbons, sophomore, was elected editor of the school yearbook, "Les Bois," for the fall term.

Selected to edit the weekly newspaper the "Roundup" was Bill Mathisen, freshman, while sophomore, Bill Prescott received the position of Business Manager.

Miss Gibbons held the position of Assistant Editor of the annual last year. Mathisen, a newcomer at editorial work was last year Business Manager of the Nampa High School student paper. He is a veteran at the financial game, for he has served a previous term as "Roundup" Bus. Mgr.

A re-election of these posts will be held at the beginning of the winter term.

B. J. C. Launches

In Post-War Era

Enrollment for the first peacetime school year at Boise J. C. College in nearly four years showed an increase of 57 per cent over last year's enrollment.

The sophomore class consists of 55 students, 11 men and 44 women. The freshmen class is nearly three times as large as the sophomore class and is the largest in recent history at the school. The freshmen class, enrolling during the first year of a peaceful world, has 157 members. There are 56 men and 101 women in the class.

There are nearly twice as many men this year as there were last year during the same period. This is due in part to the releasing of men from the armed forces and easing of draft quotas. Under the G. I. Bill of Rights, 19 veterans are attending the college. Ten men from Gowen Field are enrolled in classes, although they are still under army regimentation.

Eighteen students are attending college part time. There are 7 men and 11 women in this category.

Colonel Is Speaker

At First Assembly

Speaker at Thursday morning's assembly was R. N. (Bob) Davis, son of Col. Leverette Davis of the Civil Air Patrol, and technical consultant in the demanding general in the Continental Air Forces stationed in Washington, D. C., and now on leave and visiting friends in Boise.

Mr. Davis's topic concerned the technical developments during the war and the significance of these developments on the peace.

Before the war Mr. Davis conducted research in Radar. Since then he has shifted to the specialized work in cooperation with the navy on submarine detection, which was their necessary need.

Mr. Davis served a previous term as "Roundup" Editor, was last year's editor, and this year he has shifted to the special work in cooperation with the navy on submarine detection, which was their necessary need.

Elections For Student Body Officers Will Be Held Tuesday, October 9th

Eligible students for the offices nominated are Fred Rich, whose campaign slogan is "Planning Ahead of the Game," and Sheldon Collin for president; Fred Griffin and Mary McLeod for vice-president; Gail Coffin and Loretta Mandlton for secretary, and Ruth Sandmeyer and Catherine Zupper for treasurer.

Library Outlook Is Bright

"There is a bright outlook for the library this year," says Mrs. Mary D. Bedford, our librarian.

A new method of handling the students with the intelligent use of the library is being used for the first time this year. When the student turns a card to Mrs. Bedford, he is shown how to use the card catalog and the proper methods to secure the books. Mrs. Bedford believes that once the students are well acquainted with the rules and regulations of the library, they will be of better use to more people.

Plane is also being made for the cataloging of the Rockwell Memorial Collection.
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NOT ABOUT SCHOOL SPIRIT

"Never before has a school year started a school year without an editorial in the first issue, on "School Spirit.""

This issue of the Roundup, therefore, is making its unique contribution to the progress of journalistic something or other That's for decided not to have an editorial on "School Spirit."

Our spirit is fine, thank you, and it is going to get better—busily. Now that we have all been here together a couple of weeks, we know that we like each other and that we are growing rapidly, but solidly into a really big school. (Seriously, some genuinely inspiring things are going on in the class, but we aren't mentioning that for we don't want to break too many feelings about one editorial. Remember, this is an editorial not about school spirit.)

The men are coming back from the war, God bless 'em, and of course that means the gals are coming back in increasing numbers, too. They always do where the men are. Athletics will be picking up fast from here on out, school organizations are getting back into normal pace time swing. Classes and study are—what's more than you could expect.

FOR YOUR COLLEGE NEEDS

There is no better place to buy than at Finch's Stationery

Drawing Sets and Supplies  Leather Zipper Ring Binders
Stationery  Greeting Cards

220 NORTH TENTH STREET

Gazing Into The 8-Ball

At College Daze ... Looking around we note: The puzzled freshman trying to get in the right room ... Vincent O'Toole offering his service as a guide to the new girls ... the increasing male population ... Dick Murrell, Bob Craft, Ed Hoffman, and Jim Thompson to mention a few ... and Larry Remus, recently of the Merchant Marine, being welcomed with open arms.

By the way if you've never seen a dream walking you've never seen Chuck Mac Nimer getting on the 6:00 bus.

And we are wondering about the confusion in the office, seems some of the fellows want to get in Miss Christensen's class and the girls crowding Business Math ... How about that ... The girls get acquainted at the women's tea Friday afternoon ... We saw Marilyn Ruten and Sally Belt balancing tea cups ... Jean Barber, our personality girl and somehow Bob Henaha and Charles McBride made an appearance.

The Friday night mixer was a terrific success ... Everyone hilarious over the Impromptu floorshow ... Virginia Wheelock and Tony Arnold won the jitterbug contest. Everyone's talking about the "Little Nell" act by Mr. Nash, Mr. Wenstrom and Warren Scott ... And oh! the redolent to the sublime and back again.

-Nuff for now... Don't keep any secrets ... we want 'em in here ...

Ofrchids and Onions

To all those who attended the mixer, and onions to all those who didn't.

The orchids and onions to those people who insisted on walking on the lawn. What are sidewalks for, anyway?

Orchids to the student representation at our assemblies.
Here Is Housing Problem Solution

"Yes, Myrtle, we just moved into our new house yesterday. What with the housing shortage and all, I certainly think we were lucky. "Yes, it's very close to a bus line. That's a wonderful advantage!"

Now when I call for Jo-Jo, I won't have to walk so far.

Describe it? Jo-Jo? Oh, you mean the house. We have five rooms. The bedroom is in one corner of the kitchen. The living room is in one corner of the kitchen. The bathroom? Oh, it's in another corner of the kitchen.

Of course, we have a separate dining room. It wasn't intended as one originally, but we partitioned off half of the clothes closet. It has one decided disadvantage. You can't get a table in it. But then, you can't have everything. Is the kitchen fully equipped? I'll say it is. Why, when we moved in, it had everything from soup to nuts—all over the floor.

It doesn't sound like we have much room, but we are a little crowded, anyway, because there's really room enough if I leave one of my shoes on the porch.

I think that I shall never see
An "A" instead of an "F" and a "D".
An "A" that stands alone and is strong.
A theme with nothing wrong.
A card with "A" in chemistry—
A card the same in history.
Yes, themes are made by fools like me.
But only teacher marks the "D".

LEARN LANDSCAPE
PAINTING AT HOME

Simplified, scientific instruction, easy to follow, and sure to apply them to any type of landscape. Send 50c to the
RIGHT OF WAY COMPANY, 222 Market Street, Boise, Idaho, and receive
landscape by mail.

Music Department Groups Organize

The initial choir practice was held on Monday, October 1. The orchestra held their first meeting on Wednesday, October 3 in the Music Building.

Mr. J. L. Strachen, head of the music department, believes that there will be an improvement in the choir this year with the increase in enrollment.

The orchestra will probably be much better, too, since more parts will be filled, especially in the strings and woodwind sections.

BOXER OF THE WEEK

The Boxer of the Week is going to Mr. Harold Wennstrom. Mr. Wennstrom last week gave his Psychology class a lecture on the returning of books, particularly if it was the only text of its kind in school. The story goes that Mr. Wennstrom assigned a portion of the text, "Psychology," by Dockery, to be studied in the library. But Dockery was not there.

After a continuous search for the book, it is said that it turned up in the possession of the above mentioned Mr. Wennstrom. We therefore dedicate this week's box to H. J. Ca. drama and psychology instructor.

Onweller Heads Press Club

At the noon meeting of the Press Club held Wednesday, Bill Onweller was elected President; Charles Graham, Vice President, and M. L. Carson, Secretary Treasurer.

The Press Club is composed of members of both the Lea Bele and the Roundup staffs.

Idea of Fireplace Offers Challenge

What are you going to do about the blank space between the football field and the Student Union? It has wonderful possibilities and it is about time one of you took the opportunity by the hand and filled the space in with something worthwhile.

Dean Mathews has a stupendous idea that will go over with the students; so we are passing it on to you. The blank space is filled with river rocks. Nice, big, round river rocks. About three-fourths of the space has rich top soil so that raising grass would be a small problem. So why not build for the college a new fireplace complete with all the trimmings? It would take about two Saturdays of good hard work by the students and faculty. Materials would be furnished by the College and all the Students would have to do would be the work.

The plans for the fireplace are elaborate. The space in which it would be built is about 50 feet from the Student Union so that the kitchen facilities there would be available. The fireplace itself would have a grill on each side and hamburgers and steaks could be fried on these grills. The middle of the fireplace would be large enough to accommodate a blazing fire.

Around the fireplace on each side shrubbery and trees would be planted. Grass seed would be sown and by spring you would have a good growth of grass. Tables and chairs and benches would fill up the space left and school parties could be planned for the fireplace enclosure.

College Clothes for all Occasions

- Girl's Sweaters and Slacks
- Men's Shirts and Slacks
- Cash Bazar, Inc.

Girls... Anderson's
Has Sweaters Galore

$4.50

- You’ll find Sloppy Jo’s in almost every shade you care for in Anderson’s Sportshop. There are styles and patterns you have always dreamed about, now ready for your approval. Stop in today and choose several.

Sportshop—Second Floor
C. C. Anderson Co.
All-School Mixer
Is Jolly Affair

Onion, broom and Paul Jones dances made Friday night's mixer an hilarious affair. With Mr. Har- old Wennstrom as Master of Cer- monies, and Judy Rose cajoling dances, the mixer proceeded smoothly.

Three Nampa high school stu- dents, were featured in the floor show. Barbara Gowen presented a tap dance, then, with Jack Rehm, a ballroom dance. They were ac- companied on the piano by Helen Antrim.

Ed Smith gave impersonation of Mortimer Snerd. Ed Hoffman sang, accompanied by Loretta Mar- tinale. Two duets were sung by Barbara Fraser and Judy Ward.

Lt. Warren Scott, with Mr. Mer- ritt Nash and Mr. Wennstrom presented a drama, "He Ain't Done Right By, Nell." They were accom- panied on the piano by Miss Inez Minley.

Winners of the Jitterbug contest were Virginia Wheelock and An- thony Ardizzone. They were pre- sented with presents, a cap and red bobby socks in accordance with their new status as Jitterbugs.

FANS REJOICE AS FOOTBALL PROSPECTS LOOK GOOD

For the first time since the war began, B. J. C. is going out for football. This year instead of the usual team, the Broncos are pitting 11 of their best men against all comers; provided of course, that they get any "come". Such teams as the Marines of Po- ketello, U. of I., N. of Montana, Col- lege of Idaho and possibly a scrimmage game with the vaunted Boise High Braves.

B. J. C. students, reinforced by several army pilots from Gowen Field, comprise the bulk of the team. For the majority of the players, this is their first year of college ball.

However, Coach Warner is con- fident that they can be whipped into a team, worthy of the support of all the students and faculty of B. J. C.

The players weighing in at about 181 lbs., average, will be able to give a good account of themselves some of the boys out for practice.

The name of the team to date are: Bill Burkhalter, Albert Day, Ted Nydegger, Jim Thompson, Lowell Bakes, Jim Wheelock, Aurellus Buchner, Bob Craft, Howard Coffin, Bill Wood, Graham, Larry Remaklus, Dean Grant, Clifford Smith, Monte Brooks, Daren Thiel, Dick Wilson, Ed Smith.


Women At Bat

Under the able supervision of Miss Adelia Christensen, our new women's P. E. instructor, the Wen- man's Athletic Association is off to a big start. The first executive meeting was held last Tuesday where the officers and the advisor spent a little time getting acquainted. At this meeting a few tentative plans were made for future activities.

On Wednesday of last week a meeting of the new members was held at the gym. A few games were welcomed with great enthusiasm by the old members of the club.

The W. A. A. plans to earn money for sweaters and charms for outstanding members.

Any girl interested in becoming a member of the W. A. A. is urged to come out to the gym at 4:30 on Mondays and Wednesdays.

MECHANICAL DRAWING SUPPLIES

Slide Rules $8.50
Drawing Instruments $10.80 and $15.00 (set)
Plastic Triangular Scales $2.75
T Squares Drafting Tape Triangles Irregular Curves India Ink

SAY YOU SAW IT
in "The Roundup"

MECHANICAL DRAWING SUPPLIES

SIB KLEFFNERS
Boise's Exclusive Sportings Goods Store
206 No. 9th St.
Phone 3877